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YEAR 4 OVERVIEW 

HOME LEARNING RESOURCES 

Reading, Writing and Spelling  
Name  Information  Possible Uses 
Handwriting lined 
paper 

Lined paper - writing, spelling and grammar tasks 
- handwriting practice 

Make-shift 
whiteboard 

Steps to make an at-
home whiteboard 

- spelling pre-test/test 
- maths activities and working 
- maths games 

Soundwaves 
Chart 

A complete list of 
graphemes in the English 
language  

- spelling unfamiliar words by segmenting into 
individual sounds 

- identifying a variety of ways to spell sounds / 
graphemes 

Mathematics  
Name  Information  Possible Uses 
2D Shape 
Properties 

Labelled images of 2D 
shapes 

- maths activities  

2D Shapes Single page shape 
overview 

- maths activities  

100 Chart filled Grid with numbers 1-100 - maths games and set tasks on whole number and 
multiplication 

- in makeshift whiteboard 

Angles display 
folder 

Labelled images of 
angles 

- maths activities  

Blank number 
line 

Number line draw  - maths activities and games involving addition 
and subtraction 

- in makeshift whiteboard 

Clock face with 
minutes 

Page of clock faces with 
number but without 
hands 

- maths activities on time 

Cube- small net of a cube - a homemade die blank for differentiated games 

Dice template six 
sided 

net of a dice - maths games with six sided dice 

Fractions Wall Equivalent fractions 
display poster 

- maths activities on fractions 

Fractions Wheel Fraction wheels display 
up to 1/12 

- maths activities and games involving fractions 

Grid Paper square grid paper - creating graphs 

- drawing 2D shapes 

- area tasks 
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Multiplication 
Table 

Times tables to 12 - multiplication practice 

- maths games and activities for multiplication and 
division 

Dice and Card 
Game 

Instructions for a range 
of dice and cards games 

- maths game 
- reinforcing fortnightly number topic 
- developing fluency and number sense  

 
 

 

 


